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AbstractSparse coding has been used for target appearance
modeling and applied successfully in visual tracking. However,
noise may be inevitably introduced into the representation due to
background clutter. To cope with this problem, we propose a
saliency weighted sparse coding appearance model for visual
tracking. Firstly, a spectral filtering based visual attention
computational model, which combines both bottom-up and topdown visual attention, is proposed to calculate saliency map.
Secondly, pooling operation in sparse coding is weighted by
calculated saliency map to help target representation focus on
distinctive features and suppress background clutter. Extensive
experiments on a recently proposed tracking benchmark
demonstrate that the proposed algorithm outperforms state-ofthe-art methods in tracking objects under background clutter.
Keywordsvisual tracking; saliency; visual attention; sparse
coding.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Visual tracking is an important computer vision task and is
widely applied to robotics, surveillance, and human computer
interaction, etc. Despite extensive research on this topic [1-3],
robust tracking still remains a huge challenge due to different
factors, such as occlusions, illumination changes and
background clutter.
Recently, appearance modeling based on sparse coding
(AMSC) [4-8] has been successfully applied in visual tracking
and appealing experimental results are reported. The
framework of AMSC contains three main layers [9]: image
layer, coding layer and pooling layer. A set of local image
patches are sampled in image layer. Each patch is sparsely
coded by a learned dictionary in coding layer. To describe the
appearance of the input image, produced codes in coding layer
are further pooled in the pooling layer and form the final
feature vector.
Real-world video frames almost always contain
background clutter. As pooling operation selects features
without notion of foreground, features extracted from
background may have stronger response to the learned
dictionary. As a result, the pooling operation alone may
inevitably introduce noise into the representation. Thus
corresponding tracking algorithms may fail when background
clutter occurs.

capability. In tracking process of HVS, visual attention plays a
critical role, which directs processing resources to potentially
most relevant visual data such as foreground regions,
especially directs our gaze rapidly towards objects of interest.
As a result, humans can easily achieve robust tracking. In the
computer vision community, many computational models
have been proposed to simulate      [10].
The output of these visual attention computational models is
saliency map of which saliency is a good indicator of
foreground. As a result, if we use visual saliency to guide
pooling operation in sparse coding, better sparse
representation focusing on foreground regions can be obtained.
Motivated by above-mentioned discussions, this paper
proposes a saliency weighted sparse coding appearance model
for tracking objects under background clutter. The
contributions of this work are summarized as follows. First, a
spectral filtering based visual attention computational model,
which combines both top-down and bottom-up visual attention,
is proposed to calculate saliency map. Second, we propose a
saliency weighted pooling function and lead to a saliency
weighted sparse coding appearance model for visual tracking.
Extensive experiments on challenging sequences demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed method.
II.

A. Spectral Filtering based Visual Attention Computational
Model
(a). Spectral Filtering
The convolution of the image amplitude spectrum with a
low-pass Gaussian kernel of an appropriate scale is equivalent
to an image saliency detector [11]. The key ideas include two
parts: 1) Spikes in the amplitude spectrum correspond to
repeated patterns. 2) Repeated patterns can be suppressed by
spectral filtering, thus the saliency pops out from the rest of
the image. The saliency map can be obtained by
reconstructing the 2-D signal using the original phase and the
filtered amplitude spectrum, shown as Eq. (1)-(2).
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(1)
(2)

indicates the Fourier transform and

Maps with wj  1 are completely unimportant for the

inverse Fourier transform of the image f( x, y ) respectively, g
is a low-pass Gaussian kernel, f  g indicates the convolution

target and are ignored. The top-down saliency map Std results
from the difference of E and I and a clipping of negative
values:

where F f

and F1 f

of f and g , x represents the amplitude of complex number

Std (f(t ))  max(E(f(t ))  I(f(t )), 0).

x , P(u, v) is the phase of Fourier transform of image f( x, y ) .

The

(b). Extraction of Early Visual Features
Given an input image, let r , g , and b denote the red,
green, and blue channels respectively, then the intensity image
I can be computed as I   r  g  b  / 3 , and the inverse
intensity image can be computed as Ioff =255  I . Four
broadly-tuned color channels are created for red, green, blue
R  r   g  b  / 2,
and
yellow
respectively,
i.e.,

G  g   r  b  / 2,

B  b  r  g  / 2,

and

Y   r  g  / 2  r  g / 2  b in which negative values are set
to zero. Accordingly, map RG is created to simultaneously
account for red/green and green/red double opponency and
BY for blue/yellow and yellow/blue double opponency,
which are calculated by Eq. (3) and Eq. (4).
RG  R  G ,

(3)

BY  B Y .
(c). Bottom-up Saliency Map

(4)

After applying spectral filtering to feature channels
RG , BY and I , resulted feature maps Fj , j {RG,BY,I} are
linearly summed and normalized to yield the bottom-up
saliency map, shown as Eq. (5).
Sbu 

1
 Fj , j  {RG, BY, I}.
3 j

(5)

(d). Top-down Saliency Map
The top-down saliency map is calculated by Eq. (6)-(8).
When new frame f(t ) comes, the previously learned weight
vector w (see the paragraph at the end of this section for
detailed learning procedure) is used to weight the feature maps
{Fj } , which are determined by spectral filtering. Depending
on the values wj , the maps are used to compute the excitation
map E or the inhibition map I . E is the weighted sum of all
feature maps S j that are important for the learned region, i.e.,
wj > 1:

E(f(t ))   w j Fj (f(t )), w j

1, j  {R, G, B, Y , I , I off }

(6)

j

The inhibition map I considers the features more present in
the background than in the target region, i.e., wj  1 :

I(f(t ))   (
j

1
)  Fj (f(t )), w j  1, j {R, G, B, Y , I , I off }
wj

(7)

weight

vector

(8)

w  ( wR , wG , wB , wY , wI , wIoff )T

representing salient features of the target object relate to its
surrounding is computed at the first frame f(0) as Eq. (9). The
value wj for feature map Fj is computed as the ratio between
the mean saliency of target region and background:

wj 

mean(Fj (T(0)))
mean(Fj (f(0) \ T(0)))

, j  {R, G, B, Y , I , I off },

(9)

where T(0) denotes target region and f(0) \ T(0) denotes
background region.
(e). Final Saliency Map Combined Bottom-up and Topdown Visual Attention
The final saliency map is computed as the linear
combination of the bottom-up saliency map and the top-down
saliency map, shown as Eq. (10).
S

Std  (1  )Sbu ,  [0,1] ,

(10)

is the top-down coefficient, which is used to tune
where
the relative importance of top-down visual attention and
bottom-up visual attention.
B. Saliency Weighted Sparse Coding Apperance Model
(a). Saliency Pooling
Pooling operation is an essential step in the general
framework of appearance modeling based on sparse coding
(AMSC) for visual tracking. As traditional pooling operation
selects features without notion of foreground, features
extracted from background may have stronger response to the
learned dictionary. As a result, the pooling operation alone
may inevitably introduce noise into the representation. To
cope with the problem, we propose a saliency weighted
pooling function to help pooling operation focus on regions
where foreground may appear. The traditional pooling
operation is shown in Eq. (11) and the saliency weighted
pooling function is shown in Eq. (12). These two pooling
operation result in final pooled feature vectors f and f s .
f  pooling(B),

(11)

f s  swPooling(B)  pooling(B s ),

(12)

where B  [b1 , b 2 ,, b N ] represents the sparse codes of one
candidate. bi , i  {1, 2,, N} is the sparse code of the i th local
image patch in the candidate. B s  [s1 b1 ,s 2 b 2 ,,s N b N ] is
the
saliency
weighted
sparse
codes.
si  mean(S(yi )), i  {1, 2,, N} is the mean saliency of the

i th local image patch yi .
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where B s  [s1 b1 ,s 2 b 2 ,,s N b N ], Vs  [ s1 v1 , s2 v 2 ,, sN v N ],
si  mean(S(y i )), i  {1, 2,, N} is the mean saliency of the

(b). Saliency Weighted Sparse Coding
To demonstrate the advantage of the above proposed
saliency pooling function, we introduce the proposed saliency
pooling function to the adaptive structural local sparse
appearance model [8] (ASLA) as a case study.

i th local image patch yi .
C. Tracking Algrithm

Given target templates T  [T1 ,, Tn ], a set of overlapped
local image patches are sampled inside the target region. To
encode the local patches inside the possible candidate regions,
image patches sampled from target templates are used as the
dictionary, i.e., D  [d1 , d2 , d( n N ) ]  R d ( n N ) , where n is
the number of target templates, N is the number of local
patches sampled from the target region and d is the
dimension of the image patch vector. By using l2
normalization on the vectorized image patches sampled from
T , each column of D is obtained. For a target candidate, N
local image patches are extracted in the same way, and
denoted as Y  [y1 , y 2 ,, y N ]  R d N .

The proposed appearance model is embedded within the
Bayesian tracking framework. Based on the set of all
available measurements z1:t  {z1 ,, z t } , the target state
xt can be estimated as

x t  arg max p(xti | z1:t ),

where xit is the state of the i th sample. With the Bayesian
theorem, the posterior probability p (xt | z1:t ) can be inferred
recursively as Eq. (18).

p(xt | z1:t )  p(zt | xt )  p(xt | xt 1 ) p(xt 1 | z1:t 1 )dxt 1 , (18)

Under a sparse constraint, sparse coding represents the i th
local patch y i within the target region as a linear combination
of only a few basis elements of dictionary D . The sparse
code bi  R ( n N )1 of y i can be solved by
2

bi  arg min y i  Db 2 
b

b 1 s.t. b  0.

where p(z t | xt ) indicates the observation model and
p(xt | xt 1 ) represents the dynamic model. The target motion
between two consecutive frames is modeled by affine
transformation with six parameters. The state transition is
formulated as p(xt | xt 1 )  N (xt ; xt 1 , ) , where  is a
diagonal covariance matrix. The observation model is
constructed by Eq. (19).

(13)

The sparse codes of one candidate are denoted as
B  [b1 , b 2 ,, b N ] .

N

p(z t | xt )   f s(k) ,
N

where

f

(k)
s

denotes the similarity between the candidate

k 1

and the target based on the pooled feature vector f s calculated
using Eq. (16), and fs(k) is the k th component of the pooled
feature vector f s .

th
segment of the
bi( k )T  R N 1 , k {1, 2,, n} is the k
coefficient vector bi corresponding to template Tk . These
segmented coefficients are linear summed to obtain v i for the

For template update, we use the update scheme of ASLA
[8], which exploit both sparsity and subspace learning.

i th patch,

III.

1 n (k )
 bi , i  1, 2,, N ,
C k 1

(15)

To evaluate our approach (SWASLA), we compare it with
other methods on the tracking benchmark proposed just
recently in [1] including 50 videos and 29 methods. For
qualitative comparison, we compare the proposed method with
the baseline method, i.e., ASLA. For quantitative evaluation,
we compare our method with 29 methods of the benchmark.

Using the proposed saliency weighted pooling function,
i.e., Eq. (12) to Eq. (15), the pooled feature with saliency
property is calculated as Eq. (16).
f s  swPooling(B)  pooling(B s )  Diag( Vs ),

EXPERIMENTS

Our tracker is implemented in MATLAB which runs at 1.5
fps on a Intel(R) 2.93 GHz Dual Core PC with 2GB memory.
For each sequence, the location of the target object is
initialized as the ground truth position in the first frame. The
top-down coefficient
in Eq. (10) is set to 0.5. The other
parameters are same as the default of ASLA [8]. Since the
proposed saliency pooling function is applied to adaptive
structural local sparse appearance model [8] (ASLA) as a case
study, our method is referred to as SWASLA (means Saliency
Weighted ASLA).

(14)

where v i corresponds to the i th local patch and C is a
normalization constant. All the vectors v i of local patches in
a candidate region form a square matrix V , and the final
pooled feature is obtained by taking the diagonal elements of
the square matrix V ,
f  pooling(B)  Diag(V).

(19)

k 1

The sparse codes are then pooled by the alignment pooling
operator, which computes the feature element for each patch
as the sum of the codes corresponding to the basis elements at
the same position with the patch and is defined as follows. The
sparse code bi  R ( n N )1 of y i is divided into n segments,
where
i.e.,
bTi  [bi(1)T , bi(2)T ,, bi( n)T ],

vi 

(17)

xti

(16)
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A. Qualitative Comparison
Fig.1  Fig.4 show the comparative tracking results of
ASLA and SWASLA on four videos with serious background
clutter. Fig.1 shows the tracking results of Basketball
sequence. ASLA drifts away from the target since the 460th
frame. Fig.2 shows the tracking results of Singer2 ,
from the 20th frame, ASLA loses the target. Fig.3 shows the
tracking results of Soccer , ALSA is distracted by
a similar image region at the 66th frame. Fig.4 shows the
tracking results of Subway , ALSA drifts at the
42th frame and distracted by another man. In these sequences,
the proposed method SWASLA can always lock onto the
object while ASLA loses target to some extent.
B. Quantitative Evaluation
The success plot metric [1] are used for a quantitative
evaluation. The success plot shows the ratios of successful
frames at the thresholds of overlap score varied from 0 to 1.
Given tracked bounding box St and ground truth bounding
box

StGT ,

the

SCt  St  S

GT
t

overlap

St  S

GT
t

score

is

defined

as

intersection and union of two regions respectively, and .
denotes the number of pixels in the region. A frame with
overlap score larger than a given threshold will be counted as
a successful tracked frame. Area under curve (AUC) scores
are used to summarize and rank the trackers.
For robustness evaluation, we run trackers in two ways,
one-pass evaluation (OPE) and spatial robustness evaluation
(SRE). OPE is the conventional way to evaluate trackers,
which is to run trackers throughout a test sequence with
initialization from the ground truth position in the first frame
and report the success rate. SRE      
to initialization by perturbing the initialization spatially (i.e.,
start by different bounding boxes).
Fig.5 summarizes the overall success plots of OPE and
SRE. For SWASLA, AUC of OPE on the left is the third
while AUC of SRE on the right is the second of all methods,
outperforming the ASLA. Fig.6 shows the success plots of
OPE and SRE on background clutter subset, SWASLA
outperforms the other methods.

, where  and  represent the

Fig.1. Comparative tracking results on Basketball sequence. Frame No: 80, 200, 460, 480. (a) Saliency map calculated by proposed visual attention model. (b)
Tracking results. Red rectangle represents for the tracking result of our method, SWASLA, while green rectangle denotes ASLAs.

Fig.2. Comparative tracking results on Singer2 sequence. Frame No: 12, 20, 50, 350. (a) Saliency map calculated by proposed visual attention model. (b)
Tracking results. Red rectangle represents for the tracking result of our method, SWASLA, while green rectangle denotes ASLAs.
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Fig.3. Comparative tracking results on Soccer sequence. Frame No: 16, 66, 80, 150. (a) Saliency map calculated by proposed visual attention model. (b)
Tracking results. Red rectangle represents for the tracking result of our method, SWASLA, while green rectangle denotes ASLAs.

Fig.4. Comparative tracking results on Subway sequence. Frame No: 20, 42, 80, 120. (a) Saliency map calculated by proposed visual attention model. (b)
Tracking results. Red rectangle represents for the tracking result of our method, SWASLA, while green rectangle denotes ASLAs.

Fig.5. Success plots of OPE and SRE. The performance score for each tracker is shown in the legend. For each figure, the top 10 trackers are presented for clarity
(best viewed on high-resolution display)
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Fig.6. Success plots of OPE and SRE of background clutter subset. The value appears in the title is the number of sequences in this subset, i.e., there are 21
sequences in this subset. The performance score for each tracker is shown in the legend. For each figure, the top 10 trackers are presented for clarity (best viewed
on high-resolution display)
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CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a saliency weighted sparse coding
appearance model for visual tracking. A novel spectral
filtering based visual attention computational model calculates
saliency map and calculated saliency map is used to weight
the pooling operation in sparse coding. Experimental results
on a recently proposed tracking benchmark show the
effectiveness of the proposed method. Firstly, the presented
method outperforms baseline tracker in overall performance.
Secondly, the proposed method can cope with background
clutter robustly and outperforms state-of-the-art methods on
background clutter subset.
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